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This memorandum pertains to the pending request by Unitil Energy Systems, Inc.
(UES), for a license to cross the Tide Mill Creek,’ in Hampton, New Hampshire. UES’s
petition requests the license for one circuit, the “3353 line.” However, the attachments to
the petition, including drawings, reference another 34.5kV circuit known as the “3342
line.” Staffs recommendation filed on March 23, 2015, construed UES’s petition as
requesting a license for both the 3342 line and the 3353 line.

Today, I spoke with UES’s Senior Design Engineer, Nate Sherwood, about the
difference between the petition and Staffs recommendation. He agreed with Staffs
construction of the petition — as a crossing license request for both the 3342 and the 3353
lines - and offered the following explanation. Mr. Sherwood stated that at the time of the
filing, UES planned only to proceed with relocating the 3353 line. After the filing, due to
favorable pricing conditions, UES decided to relocate the 3342 line, too. Mr. Sherwood
stated that he discussed this change of plans with Commission Staff and understood from
this discussion that a revised petition was not necessary.

I also asked Mr. Sherwood about the observation in Staffs recommendation that
the poles supporting the relocated lines did not have space for more than one attachment,
which FairPoint will presumably use. Mr. Sherwood indicated that UES has been
contacted by another third-party to attach lines to the new poles, but UES is uncertain
about that party’s need for a water crossing license. Mr. Sherwood stated that, if a water
crossing license is needed, the third party will need to file a request with the Commission,
and, if there is no room on the poles for an additional attachment, the third party would
be responsible for the costs associated with upgrading the poles to accommodate that
attachment.

TiES’s petition refers to the crossing as spanning the Hampton River, but Staff’s recommendation states
that “the appropriate crossing should be referenced as Tide Mill Creek.”
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